New Color Scheme 1

Body and Garage: Hickory (Dunn Edwards DEC 759)

Popouts and Fascia: Rincon Cove
(Dunn Edwards DEC 757)

Accent (Front Door and Shutters): Weathered Brown
(Dunn Edwards DEC 756)
New Color Scheme 2

Body and Garage: High Noon (Dunn Edwards DEC 743)

Popouts and Fascia: Desert Gray (Dunn Edwards DEC 760)

Accent (Front Door and Shutters): Dark Ruby (Dunn Edwards DE 6028)
New Color Scheme 3

Body and Garage: Apache Tan (Dunn Edwards DEC 746)

Popouts and Fascia: Bone White (Dunn Edwards DEC 741)

Accent (Front Door and Shutters): Parisian Night (Dunn Edwards DEA 184)
New Color Scheme 4

Body and Garage: Stonish Beige (Dunn Edwards DEC 716)

Popouts and Fascia:
Baked Potato
(Dunn Edwards DEC 717)

Accent (Front Door and Shutters):
Dark Shadows
(Dunn Edwards DEA 183)
New Color Scheme 5

Body and Garage - Wooden Acre (Dunn Edwards DE 6130)

Popouts and Fascia - Rustic Taupe (Dunn Edwards DE 6129)

Accent (Front Door and Shutters) - Rich Mocha (Dunn Edwards DEA 159)